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Introduction.
In this paper we weave together two stories. One is from statistics concerning the negligibility of the set of superefficient estimation of a parameter originating in the work of Le Cam (1953) . The other story is from information theory concerning the negligibility of a set of superefficient data compression due to Rissanen (1984 Rissanen ( , 1986 . The connection between these contexts is the use of the Kullback-Leibler informational divergence (or relative entropy) as the loss function between a parameter and its estimate. Armed with information-theoretic techniques of Rissanen's theory, we obtain a proof of the negligibility of the set of superefficiency for both parameter estimation and data compression.
The object of interest in the present work is the expected Kullback-Leibler loss D(pll p) = fp(x)log(p(x)/p(x))
dx between a density p and its estimate p. In the context of parameter estimation, we consider the Kullback Le Cam restricted his considerations of superefficiency only to estimators that also were efficient. He gave regularity conditions on the family of distribution such that for bounded loss functions, the set of superefficiency has Lebesgue measures 0 in DRk. The heart of his proof combines Fatou's lemma and the admissibility of a Bayes estimator used as the standard. Historical motivation for work on superefficiency was the apparent conflict between the belief in the work of R. A. Fisher that for any statistic On for which fn( On -0) is asymptotically Normal(0, E(0)), the variance satisfies I6(0) > I-1(0), and the counterexample due to Hodges of a superefficient estimator. Le Cam resolves this conflict by showing that for efficient estimators, superefficiency can only occur in a set of measure 0. An alternative proof is provided by Bahadur (1964) under Cramer-type conditions. Brown (1993) provides a proof that {0: (0) < I-1(0)} has measure 0 based on a Cramer-Rao-like inequality he develops for risk with a truncated squared error loss.
Our main result is the following: If there exists a sequence of estimators on for which 6n -0 is of order 1/ fn in probability, then k/2 is a lower bound for the asymptotic Kullback-Leibler risk of arbitrary estimator sequences, at least for almost every parameter value. The conclusion holds for arbitrary estimator sequences, not just efficient ones as in the theory of Le Cam. The information-theoretic tools we use to derive this lower bound are a variant of results of Rissanen that bounds the measure of the set of parameters for which D(pI, lqn) < (1 -0)(k/2)log n and the chain rule of information theory that reveals the relationship between estimation and data compression.
In addition, we generalize these results in three directions. First, we want to consider parameter sets that are subsets of arbitrary metric spaces (X, d), possibly infinite dimensional. Second, we consider the effect of assuming tightness of the sequence (fJ -0)/rn for rates r, other than n-1/2. Third, for nonparametric estimation problems, we identify the rate of convergence such that for any estimator sequence, the set of functions that are estimated at a faster rate is negligible.
This level of generality is needed to study the following estimation problem: Suppose that the collection of distributions ? = {Po: 0 E }0 is dominated by some measure v. We parametrize S by the probability densities fl = fp = dP/dv: P E } and view the latter by a subset of X, the metric space comprising all the densities of distributions dominated by v, endowed with the Hellinger metric h(p, q) = {f(/p(x) -)q(x) )2 dv(x)}1/2. If Q2 has finite metric dimension, we will talk about parametric density estimation, and otherwise, of nonparametric density estimation. Parametric density estimation is more general than estimation of the parameter because we do not require the estimator pn(x) of po(x) to belong to Y. In either case, our theory quantifies the performance of estimators ^p(x) for po(x). For parametric density estimation, we identify lower bounds for the risk; for nonparametric density estimation, we identify lower bounds on the rate of convergence.
The outline of the remainder of this paper is as follows: Section 2 presents the key ideas in the context of parameter estimation in smooth parametric families. Section 3 generalized Rissanen's theorem on the set of negligibility of superefficient data compression to give a result that applies to both parametric and nonparametric estimation. In Section 4, we apply the latter result to make conclusions about the negligibility of the set of superefficient estimation. Implications for nonparametric density estimation are presented in Section 5. Finally, a few useful technical lemmas are found in the Appendix.
Superefficient parameter estimation.
The present work yields conclusions for both parametric and nonparametric estimation. However, we will first study parameter estimation in smooth parametric families of probability densities {p0(x): 0 E 0} on a sample space X with a k-dimensional parameter vector 0 to expose the key ideas. We assume that the sample X = (XI, X2,..., Xn) consists of independent and identically P.-distributed random variables and the densities are with respect to a fixed sigma-finite measure v.
We will give conditions for the set of superefficiency to have Lebesgue measure 0 for arbitrary estimators that are not necessarily assumed to be efficient. The information-theoretic proof technique will reveal k/2 as the asymptotic lower bound for almost every 0 E 0 without recourse to analysis of a standard estimator assumed or known to be efficient. Instead we only require the existence of an estimator that converges at the right rate. This tactic permits us to obtain the bound under the following general condition. Then for every sequence of probability distributions Q n on X , the set 
Pn (E) log Q n(E) + Pon(E )log Qn(EC) + POn(E)log Pon(E) + Pon(EC)log Pon(EC) ( {q n}, we see that the set of superefficiency, taken to be the set with lim supnnEOD(p,ljIpn) < k/2 is contained in the set of 0 with lim supD(pn I q n)/ log n < k/2, the latter having asymptotically Lebesgue measure 0. Finally, the conclusion for D( 11 0) follows by setting j3(x) = p4J(X).
The original proof of Rissanen (1986) for superefficient data compression required that P[Jln 11 6l -011 > log n] be summable in n uniformly in 0 for an application of the Borel-Cantelli lemma. Inspection of our proof reveals that we only need for each 0 the tightness of the sequence /nll0n -0 II/yn for some sequence y, 2 1 of smaller order than n8 for all 8 > 0, that is, log(yN) = o(log n). For example, limnP0[nllOn -0\\ > log n] = 0 for each 0 suffices to obtain the stated conclusions. Our proof avoids use of the Borel-Cantelli lemma by considering the limit superior.
Other choices of loss functions may be natural for investigation of superefficiency. We find that the Kullback-Leibler loss is most natural for a proof that relates distance between estimates to total distance between joint distributions. Among a broad class of measure of divergence between probability distributions, discussed in Csiszar (1967) Letting 8 tend to 0, we conclude that 2 -limsupEOD(01) n))7T(d0) = 0 and hence that the set of superefficiency has rT-measure 0. It is important to realize that the above argument only works for sequences of estimators assumed to be efficient whereas our Proposition 1 yields the same conclusion, but for arbitrary sequences of estimators. The constant k/2 is sharp. Cencov (1982) shows that, for efficient estimators in smooth parametric families, nED(nO ll0) converges to k/2 (this is the reverse order of estimator On and parameter 0 to the one we consider). Komaki (1994) Brown, Low and Zhao (1997) study the superefficiency phenomena in the context of nonparametric regression under squared error loss. They exhibit sequences of estimators whose mean squared error, when divided by the minimax rate of convergence, converges to 0 for each regression function in the considered class. That pointwise convergence to 0 cannot be uniformly at a faster rate. In a related nonparametric problem, we show in Section 5 that the set of functions, when reconvergence occurs at a faster than the minimax rate, is negligible in a sense that will be made precise.
In this paper we focus on the case that X1,..., X, are modeled as independent and identically distributed. Nevertheless, the techniques permit general forms of dependence for Px1, . We momentarily delay the proof of Theorem 5 to first exhibit sequences of estimators whose Kullback-Leibler risk converges at an appropriate rate. In Theorem 5, we use these estimators to show that Assumption C holds with a suitable rate to produce the desired conclusions. We note that efficient parameter estimation will be considered in the next section. 
